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Hello
there !

M Y  N A M E 
I S  ARMAN

Im a 28 years old Freelance Designer currently based in Kermanshah.
I am a chemical engineer that fall in love with everything that has to do with 
Graphic design, and I would like to pursue a career in design. I am a big fan of 
self-study and I have dedicated myself to learning graphic design and related 
software for several years. 

I have 4 years of experience working as a freelance, but now I’m ready to work 
for any design studio! Because I love working with people, specially if they have 
the same passion I have for what they do.  My intention is to produce work to 
the highest standard at all times.

Why dont we work together? Go futher down to see why I am the man you 
need to hire!
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T A B L E  O F 
C O N T E N T
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Resume
Digital Painting
Vector Illustration
Logo Design
Street Map Poster Design
Lunar Calendar Design
Social Media Content Design
Infographic Design
Photo Editing
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DIGITAL PAINTING 
Project

Digital painting has become one of my main 
passions these days and I am learning and 
gaining new experiences in this field every day.

To see more works related to digital painting, 
visit the Instagram page @KAAVAN_ILLUS.

https://www.instagram.com/kaavan_illus/
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DIGITAL PAINTING 
PROJECT
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VECTOR 
Illustration

Vector graphics are designed 
with curved points and lines 
which create a clean, infinitely 
scalable picture when combined 
in vector artwork.
Here are two examples of vector 
portrait design by me.
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LOGO
Design

:HAIR COLOR CENTER
:2021:Arma Digital Art and 

Painting Store
:2019

:Kiarash Fazel 
(marketing mentor)
:2021

Client
YearClient

Year

Client

Year

Elements of power, confidence, 
as well as the capital market 
are used in this logo.

The purpose is designing a 
logo to show elegance as well 
as hope and growth in the 
letter A.

The logo is a combination of 
the initials of the brand name 
and also the symbol of female 
hair, which is the main concept 
of the brand.
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STREET MAP
Poster

Design map map posters with full details. As well as designing 
posts for publication on social networks. To see more posters, visit 
@ARMA_ARTWORKS on Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/arma_artworks/
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LUNAR CALLANDER
Design

A lunar calendar is a calendar based on the monthly cycles of the Moon*s 
phases. It actually shows us how much of the beauty of the moon can be 
seen tonight.  This calendar is based on the geographical location of Iran and 
is completely unique.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Design

One of the important points in designing social media 
content is that your page can engage your audience visually 
at first glance. And of course, designing posts that are both 
meaningful and give the page a special theme is hard work. 
Here is an example of a post collection design for a poster 
and frame store. To see this design collection better, visit      
@ARMA_ARTWORKS  on Instagram.

https://www.instagram.com/arma_artworks/
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MOTION 
Graphics

In this section, you will see 
a set of motion graphics. By 
clicking on the names at the 
bottom of each image, you 
can see a video related to it.

Select the board Bloody 
November

ARMA VECTOR 
ART

PARIS VISIT! LUNAR CAL In search of 
peace

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FTzKKDCyCKyMKb3gTsGl0wPalwatBrh1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HZxiZ6afWv35nkfnFHoNEChfWwWcF1Pw/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WXHcYI-U-VoIagOyDP7BNigJ7OdmwXmQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kMFhB_eE1NPCyk5K16IRh3ScWIi5DNWb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oHNtyZclEParUKGi-VEUG2MvkVVZJP7D/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19JkbXfeOkYWypscAlj2vBY_D7eLuom96/view?usp=sharing
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INFOGRAPHIC
Design

In this infographic, an overview of 
the products of 13 large companies 
that are involved in Iran›s basic 
metals industry is displayed.

In this design, information about the  
ratio of net, gross and operating 
porfit margins of large industries is 
collected and displayed in a legible 
and simple design.

In this design, the information of the 
main products of 8 big companies 
in the metal ore mining industry is 
displayed.

In this project, the aim was 
to show the importance of 
blockchain and in fact the use 
of this system by 50 major 
companies in the world. In 
the design, an attempt has 
been made to use elements 
related to technology as well 
as the future mood.
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PHOTO
Editing

Photo editing has been a big part of my freelance 
career over the years. Here are some examples 
of editing related to food photography as well as 
wedding photography.
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ARMAN NASIBI

Phone: +98 919 58 49 600

Mail: armannasibi@gmail.com    

contact info


